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Important Disclaimer

This document is a marketing communication sponsored by Southern Gold (SAU). It is not
investment advice. It is for information and educational purposes only. The document does
not and could not take into account your financial situation, objectives, needs, risk appetite,
and other factors pertaining to your circumstances. It is not personalised to your specific
situation and is not personal investment advice.
The information, facts, figures, data and analysis in this document are believed to be
accurate, reliable and credible but nothing has been verified for its accuracy and certainty.
Any opinions expressed in this document are opinions only and nothing more. The owner of
this report is not responsible for any errors or admissions.
This document contains forward looking statements which are subject to risks,
uncertainties and factors that may cause the results and outcomes to differ materially from
those discussed herein. Such forward looking statements are not necessarily endorsed by
the company.
You should consult with a qualified financial advisor before making any financial decisions.
By reading this document you acknowledge, submit and adhere to this disclaimer and
accept the liabilities incurred from your own decisions and use this information and analysis
at your own risk.
The author may or may not own shares in the companies discussed in this document. The
author has a long position in SAU.
This document is distributed free of charge and any unauthorized copying, alteration,
distribution, transmission, performance, display or other use of this material, without prior
consultation with the author, is prohibited.
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Executive summary
Southern Gold is targeting epithermal gold-silver systems in the southern part of South
Korea (Korea). The area has typical volcanic arc ‘ring of fire’ geology, and yet has received
little modern exploration. The company has secured 12 projects to date, some of which are
regarded as world-class exploration targets. Seven of these projects came from the
acquisition of Asiatic Gold in 2016. A further 5 have been generated by Southern Gold from
a long pipeline of more than 100 identified targets. A number of projects are being drilled
over the next few months.
Exploration portfolio looks cheap: Despite this rapid accumulation of high-quality
projects, and the likelihood of further growth in the portfolio, Southern Gold has a current
EV of just A$18.0m (~US$12.4m). Two of Southern Gold’s development stage projects,
Gubong and Kochang, are held in a 50:50 JV with AIM listed Bluebird Merchant Ventures
(BMV.L). Stripping out Bluebird’s current EV of A$13.1m (£7.0m), suggests the markets
are valuing the whole of Southern Gold’s exploration portfolio of ten projects at just
A$4.9m. This seems cheap given the strong sampling and drilling results to date, the fact
there are a number of drill campaigns to be reported over the next several months, and
given that the Gubong project is now development approved.
North Asia peers trade at higher valuations: Two companies listed in Canada, Irving
Resources (IRN.CN) and Japan Gold (JG.V) are exploring for gold in a similar geological
setting in Japan. Japan Gold has a current EV of ~A$34m and Irving Resources has a
current EV of ~A$138m. Southern Gold looks relatively cheap compared to these peers.
World-class exploration portfolio: In addition to the two joint-ventured development
assets, Southern Gold owns 10 exploration projects located in the southern part of Korea.
The highest priority targets are Weolyu, Beopseongpo, Deokon and Neungju. They are all
highly prospective epithermal targets that have returned very high-grades in surface rock
sampling, and are being drill tested now and into 2020. Each of these has potential for a
meaningful discovery. Deokon and Beopseongpo, in particular, are regarded as a
world-class exploration targets.
Target rich environment: In terms of geological exploration, Korea represents something
of a time warp. The country lies towards the southern end of the Japanese Volcanic Arc
and has a geological setting that is highly prospective for gold-silver mineralisation. Despite
this, apart from the work of Ivanhoe Mines in the 1990s, very little modern exploration
has taken place. This reflects two things. First, the mining industry in Korea was shunned
from the 1960s as Korea set about industrialising. Second, an understanding of the various
types of epithermal minerals systems has only been developed in the past 25 to 30 years.
The geology in Korea is analogous to that in Japan, which hosts several world class
mines of various epithermal deposit types. Southern Gold’s Weolyu project has similar
geology to the Hishikari mine which has produced 242.2 tonnes of gold and has grades of
30-40 g/t according to Sumitomo Metal Mining.
First mover advantage: Southern Gold has assembled a hugely experienced exploration
team. This is led by CEO Simon Mitchell who spent two years as the Managing Director of
Korea gold exploration company, Asiatic Gold. Mr Mitchell joined Southern Gold in 2015
and Southern Gold acquired Asiatic Gold in 2016. Craig Panther, one of the consulting
geologists, is an epithermal mineralisation specialist and has vast experience in Pacific-rim
geology. Doug Kirwin is a technical advisor to Southern Gold. Both Mr Panther and Mr
Orior Capital Limited
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Kirwin were involved in the discovery of the Eunsan gold mine in Korea, as well as Oyu
Tolgoi, Mongolia.
More than 100 targets identified, 12 projects secured: These factors, Korea’s excellent
yet under-explored geology, and Southern Gold’s first mover advantage, have enabled the
company to identify more than 100 targets. So far, management has conducted an initial
review of 20 projects and applied for tenure on the 5 most prospective after field
verification. With some 80 targets, still to go, and Southern Gold field teams active in the
field, there is a very high chance the portfolio will continue to grow. This is not simply a
“land grab”. Southern Gold assess a wide range of targets through on-the-ground
fieldwork. Only prospects that demonstrate surface or near surface mineralisation and the
potential to become a tier-one discovery are applied for. This systematic and rigorous
project selection process has enabled the company to build a portfolio of potentially
tier-one prospects that are technically and socially de-risked.
Korea is a superb jurisdiction for mining: Korea is an industrial powerhouse boasting the
11th largest economy in the world. It has some of the best infrastructure globally – Deokon
was visited by high-speed train and highway – and superb communications. There is a high
degree of economic freedom. Korea ranked 5th in the 2018 Ease of Doing Business Index
(Australia was 18th), and 29th in the 2019 Index of Economic Freedoms (Australia 5th).
Korea’s mining law is straightforward and transparent. There are no mining royalties, no
government free carry, and no licence fees or security bonds. A number of government
subsidies are available for mining activities. So far, Southern Gold’s engagement with the
various Korean government entities has been excellent. As an example of how efficient
things can be, the company announced the discovery of the Golden Surprise zone at
Deokon in July 2019, and drilling was approved in October 2019.
Significant share price catalysts: Over the next few months, Southern Gold’s share price
is likely to be driven by exploration outcomes, further developments at the joint venture
projects, and by a greater understanding amongst investors of the opportunity that Korea
presents. Specific catalysts include reporting of the first drilling of a major new vein system
at Beopseongpo (4Q19), first modern drill testing of the high-grade Deokon project (4Q19),
drilling for maiden resource at Weolyu (2H20), the drill testing of earlier stage projects
including Aphae and Neungju in 1H20, further development progress of now-approved
Gubong JV project, and the expected approval of the Kochang JV project.
There is a Korean proverb, 개천에서 용 난다, “gaecheon eseo yong nanda”, which means “a
dragon rises from a small stream”. In ancient myths, dragons rise from the depths of the
ocean, not from small streams. The saying refers to people that have risen from humble
beginnings to achieve great things. With a portfolio of world-class exploration projects, any
of which could be ‘company makers’, Southern Gold may be just such a dragon.

Simon Francis
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Key financial data
Figure 1: Shareholding structure

ASX code
Share price, 6 November, 2019
Shares on issue
Market capitalisation
Net cash on hand, 30 Sept 2019
Enterprise value
Options
Fully diluted shares
Top 20 shareholders:

A$/share
Millions
A$ millions
A$ millions
A$ millions
Millions
Millions

SAU
0.24
87.9
22.0
4.0
18.0
25.2
113.1
57%

Source: Southern Gold
Key Management:
Simon Mitchell, Managing Director: Mr Mitchell is a geologist and corporate executive with 29 years of
resources industry experience in technical and finance roles including 10 years in gold exploration and mine
development with Normandy NFM, RGC Exploration, Goldfields and Aurora Gold in countries as diverse as
Australia, Bolivia, Chile, Papua New Guinea and Indonesia. Mr Mitchell worked for 12 years in banking and
corporate development, predominantly in project finance and equity capital markets where he was responsible
for the raising of more than US$80 million in equity capital and engaging investors worldwide. During 2013-2014
Mr Mitchell was Managing Director of Asiatic Gold Ltd, an unlisted public company with gold exploration and
development projects in South Korea, a company Southern Gold Ltd subsequently acquired in 2016. Mr
Mitchell has been Managing Director of Southern Gold for the last four and a half years.
Mr Beejay Kim: Bong Joo (Beejay) Kim is a professional project manager with a long career of more than 30
years at Samsung C&T Corporation and Hyundai Engineering and Construction Company. As a senior executive
for Samsung C&T, Mr. Kim led projects in the Middle East, Australia and South East Asia. Recently Mr Kim was
Vice President and Regional Representative of Saudi Arabia LLC and Head of MENA Regional Headquarters in
the UAE for Samsung C&T. Mr. Kim has led the construction of infrastructure in various countries including 2
years in Australia where he set up Samsung C&T's Australian office and was heavily involved in several project
tenders including the successful winning of a major iron ore infrastructure project in Western Australia. Mr Kim
has formal qualifications in Business Administration, including leadership programs at UC Berkley and Cornell
University. He completed his MBA at Hyundai Engineering and Construction’s company business school.
Figure 2: Southern Gold share price chart

Source: ASX
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Project snapshot
Figure 3: Southern Gold project snapshot; all projects 100% Southern Gold accept 50:50 JV with BMV

Project
Weolyu

Province
Weolyu

Beopseongpo

South Jeolla

Deokon

North Jeolla

Neungju

South Jeolla

Aphae

South Jeolla

Hampyeong

South Jeolla

Dokcheon
Taechang

South Jeolla
Chungcheong

Gubong
Incheon
Gubong
50:50 JV BMV

North Jeolla

Kochang
50:50 JV BMV

North Jeolla

North Jeolla

Key results, comments
Intermediate- to low-sulphidation epithermal system, geology akin to Hishikari, Japan
Five major vein systems identified, 1 km lateral strike length, depth of at least 300m
Channel samples: 0.4m@32.8 g/t Au & 764 g/t Ag, 0.45m@30.0 g/t Au & 280 g/t Ag
Depth potential extends over hundreds of metres
Scale potentially similar to the operating Eunsan mine
Drilling the Surprise and Mystery Veins 2H19-1H20; maiden resource expected 2H20
Low-sulphidation epithermal system
Five vein zones identified, vein segments 200m-500m in length, with widths >20m
Combined strike length estimated to be more than 2,750m, veins both in both directions
Highest assays from rock chip sample were 31.9 g/t Au & 19 g/t Ag from Golden Palm
Maiden drilling in October 2019, assays expected in November 2019
Plans to drill Golden Palm, once Deokon drilling is completed
Geology similar to Weolyu; intermediate- to low-sulphidation epithermal
Four major precious metal mineralised zones identified over several sq.km; district scale
Golden Surprise, newly identified, shows bonanza grades in outcrop
First modern drill testing expected 2H19
Low-sulphidation epithermal system
Five major vein systems identified, with combined strike length of ~1 km
Zones are open in both directions; further work need to identify true extent of system
Initial drilling planned in 1H20
High-sulphidation gold-copper system. Analogue would be Nansatsu in Japan
Initial drilling planned in 1H20
Low-sulphidation epithermal system
Peak rock chip assays of 13.4 g/t Au at the Nabi Vein, and 15. g/t and 8.4 g/t at A’Cha
Scout drilling, July 2018; all 3 holes intersected quartz breccia and anomalous gold
Early stage target with conceptual targets
Former operating gold mine, returned to Southern Gold by joint venture partner, BMV
Multiple veins, hosted within Gyeonggi Massif, (same as Gubong), up to 1.7km strike
Underground face samples show 30-50 g/t and up to 102 g/t Au
Project around the Daebong vein system, extending from the operating Daebong mine
Small exploration project that pre-dates Southern Gold. May be relinquished.
Formerly Korea’s second largest mine
More than 120 km of underground development in place
KIGAM previously estimated remaining resources to be 2.34mt at 7.36 g/t (non-JORC)
Approved for redevelopment by MOTIE in September 2019
Mined for gold and silver, producing 110 koz gold and 5.9moz silver in 1961-1975
Mineral potential estimated at 550kt-700kt at 5.2-6.6 g/t gold and 27.3-34.8 g/t silver
Awaiting approval for redevelopment

Source: Southern Gold, Orior Capital

Of these 12 projects, 7 came with the acquisition of Asiatic Gold. These are Weolyu, Hampyeong,
Taechang, Gubong (Daebong vein target), Incheon, and the two JV projects, Kochang, and Gubong.
The other five projects – Beopseongpo, Deokon, Neungju, Aphae, Dokcheon – have been generated
by Southern Gold, largely through on-the-ground fieldwork.

Orior Capital Limited
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Figure 4: Southern Gold areas of key interest

Source: Southern Gold
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Valuation: exploration portfolio looks cheap
Ø Southern Gold’s exploration portfolio of 10 projects is being valued at just
A$4.9m based on current market valuations
Ø Southern Gold looks cheap compared to its north Asian exploration peers
Ø Share price catalysts include the securing of further projects, upcoming drill and
fieldwork results and an initial resources statement
Southern Gold has a current EV of A$18.0m. This valuation represents the company’s 50% stake in
two development assets, and a portfolio of 10 wholly owned exploration assets. The development
assets, Gubong and Kochang, are held in a 50:50 JV with Bluebird Merchant Ventures (BMV.L).
Bluebird has a current EV of ~£7.0m, or ~A$13.1m. Stripping out the market valuation of Bluebird,
suggests the market is valuing Southern Gold’s entire exploration portfolio at just A$4.9m.
This market-based valuation suggests a value of ~A$490,000 per project. It highlights the
disparity between valuations in Australia and other markets. It should be considered against the fact
that the Weolyu, Beopseongpo, Deokon and Neungju projects all have potential for meaningful
discovery. Valuing Bluebird at its market capitalisation, Southern Gold looks astonishingly cheap.
One might assume the Australian market is not actually valuing Southern Gold’s 50% interest in the
Gubong and Kochang projects at the Bluebird market valuation. These projects are being advanced
by Bluebird, are not heavily promoted by Southern Gold (Bluebird is the operator) and are probably
not well understood by Australian investors. That said, even if Bluebird’s AIM market valuation was
discounted by (an admittedly arbitrary) 50%, the market would still only be paying A$11.5m for the
whole of Southern Gold’s exploration portfolio. This is still only ~A$1.1m per project.
Other factors may be that Korea is not well-known for gold mining, and that the Australian gold
sector has more than 200 stocks, making it hard for individual companies to gain attention.

North Asian peers
With little gold exploration undertaken in Korea since the end of the Second World War, there are no
significant Korean peers. In 2012, Japan amended its Mining Act, the first and only amendment to
the Act since 1951, in a bid to boost its mining industry. Irving Resources (IRN.CN) and Japan Gold
(JG.V) have taken advantage of this, and are comparable to Southern Gold:
• All three companies are exploring for gold or gold-silver resources in similar geological settings
• All three companies are explorers
• None of the companies have announced resources yet
• Both Korea and Japan are relatively under-explored in modern times though both countries have
long histories of gold mining dating back to medieval or earlier times
• Korea and Japan are both environmentally conscious, well-educated, modern economies with high
income levels and among the best infrastructure in the world
Orior Capital Limited
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Southern Gold looks cheap compared to both these peers. Japan Gold has a current EV of
~A$38m. This is almost 2x that of Southern Gold, and almost 8x that of the market based valuation
of Southern Gold’s exploration portfolio. Irving Resources has a current EV of ~A$138m, roughly 8x
that of Southern Gold. The valuations of Irving Resources and Japan Gold suggest that as Southern
Gold continues to advance its priority targets, including Weolyu, Beopseongpo, Deokon and others
there is plenty of scope for valuations to increase.
Why do companies in Japan have such large land banks?
Compared to Southern Gold, both Irving Resources and Japan Gold have secured prospecting
rights over substantial land banks. This reflects an important difference between Korean and
Japanese mining law regarding exploration.
In Japan, the granting of exploration rights is straightforward. Parties merely have to demonstrate the
exploration will use appropriate methods, not violate the Mining Act, and not be economically or
socially detrimental. The party has to be financially sound, and of good reputation. If the ground is
‘open ground’ it is reserved for the explorer. This allows the explorer to undertake work such as
geophysics and rock sampling, but not drilling. There is no time limit on this reservation and no
holding costs. When an explorer wants to drill, it must apply to prospecting rights. The explorer then
has six years before deciding to mine or relinquish the land. Holding costs are insignificant. This
policy seems almost designed to encourage the hoarding of ‘reserved land’.
In contrast, explorers in Korea must demonstrate an area is prospective for mineralisation before
exploration rights can be granted. The level of work required, typically surface sampling, is not
onerous, but it does tend to restrict applications to smaller land areas.
One of the issues with the “land grab” strategy concerns having to raise sufficient funds to finance
meaningful exploration at each site. Companies with large tenements are likely to have to raise more
money to adequately test each target. Another Korean proverb, “남의 떡이 더 커 보인다”, pronounced
“nameui tteogi deo keo boinda”, means ‘other people’s rice cakes always look bigger’, the Korean
equivalent of ‘the grass is always greener’.
Drilling progress
Southern Gold has completed a total of 2,742m at its Korean projects. This includes 5 holes for
1,256m at Weolyu in 2017, 3 holes for 276m at Hampyeong in 2018, and 7 holes for 1,210m at
Beopseongpo in 2019. Essays for the Beopseongpo drill campaign are expected in November 2019.
Southern Gold’s plans include resource drilling at Weolyu in 1H20, and drill testing of Deokon in
2H19, and Aphae and Neungju in 1H20.
Japan Gold drilled 3 holes for 334m at Akebono, Hokkaido in 2018. The company commenced
drilling at its Ohra-Takamine, Kyushu (4 holes, 2,100m) and Kitano-o, Hokkaido (6 holes, 3,000m)
projects in June and July 2019. Japan Gold has actually secured land rights to 42 of the 64 gold
mines in Japan that did not reopen after the Second World War. It is targeting mineralisation beneath
these old mines, hence the ~500m drill holes. No results have been announced yet.

Orior Capital Limited
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Figure 5: Southern Gold compared to Japan peers
Code
Country
Shares outstanding
Options, warrants
Fully diluted shares
Share price
Market cap
Net cash, estimated
EV
EV
Significant s’holders
First project in country
Projects in hand
Total land area
Cash raised, 2016-2019
Exploration progress

millions
millions
millions
Local $
Local $m
Local $m
Local $m
A$ millions

Southern Gold
SAU.AX
Korea
87.9
25.2
113.1
0.24
22.0
4.0
18.0
18.0
2016
12
7,061
5.2

Irving Resources
IRV.CN
Japan
48.9
9.2
58.1
2.80
136.9
11.0
125.9
138.5
Newmont Goldcorp 7.6%
2016
7
67,209
15.2

Japan Gold
JG.V
Japan
140.1
38.3
178.4
0.28
39.2
8.0
31.2
34.3
Newmont Goldcorp 16%
2016
24
127,894
19.8

Secured exploration rights

Secured prospecting rights

Secured prospecting rights

for 12 projects, 2016-2019

for 7 projects, 2016-2019

for 24 projects, 2016-2019

2016: Initial 17 projects

2016: Field program at

2016-2017: Field program

acquired from Asiatic.

Omui, Hokkaido

at Ikutahara and Aibetsu,

800m drilling at Kochang

2017: Leased the surface

both in Hokkaido

Secured KORES funding.

rights at Omui. Completed

2018: Drilled 3 holes for

2017: BMV farm-in to

soil sampling on 50mx50m

334m, Akebono, Hokkaido

Gubong and Taechang.

grid, geophysical surveys

June 2019: Started drilling

2017: Weolyu drilling, 5

and bulk leach sampling.

Ohra-Takamine, Kyushu,

holes for 1,256m, and

2018: Omui Mining Right

4 holes, 2,100m.

101 channel samples

granted (Feb), approval of

July 2019: Started drilling

2018: Bluebird Merchant

Mine Plan (Oct), Technical

Kitano-o, Hokkaido

Ventures farm-in Kochang,

Report filed (Nov)

6 holes, 3,000m

Gubong feasibility study.

Aug 2019: Completed 8

July 2019: Sample results

2018: Hampyeong drilling

Holes for 3,389m at Omu

and geophysics planned at

3 holes for 276m

Sinter, Hokkaido

Kitano-o, Hokkaido

Jan 2019: Weolyu infill

Sept 2019: Sumitomo LOI

channel samples

re. possible investment

May 2019: Beopseongpo,

Nov 2019: 8 diamond

five vein zones identified

holes at Omu Sinter hit

July 2019: Deokon

mineralisation

Year
Ha
Local $m

Golden Surprise discovery
Aug 2019: Sold Australian
assets for A$2.5m
Oct 2019: Beopseongpo
7 holes for 1,210m
Source: Company data, Orior Capital

Money raised
Southern Gold appears to have been relatively frugal, having only raised ~A$4.9 from the issue of
new shares since 2016. This has been boosted by A$11.5m from Cannon in 2016-2017, and the
A$2.5m received from the sale of Cannon in 2019. With a number of targets ready for drilling, it
seems likely Southern Gold will have to raise further funds at some stage over the next year.
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Shareholders
Newmont Goldcorp (NEM) is a shareholder in both Irving Resources and Japan Gold. One option
Southern Gold may consider as the projects advance is whether to bring in better funded partners to
accelerate development.

Share price catalysts
Southern Gold’s share price is likely to be driven by exploration outcomes, further
developments at the joint venture projects, and by a greater understanding of the opportunity
that Korea presents. Specific catalysts include reporting of the following exploration initiatives:
• 4Q19, first drilling of a major new vein system at Beopseongpo
• 4Q19, modern drill testing of the high-grade Deokon
• 1H20 drilling of, and 2H20 maiden JORC resource at, Weolyu
• 1H20, drill testing of early-stage projects, Aphae, Neungju
• Progress with the BMV JV Mine Developments (Kochang, Gubong, SAU 50%)
• Southern Gold teams are currently active in-field; further discoveries are possible

Orior Capital Limited
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Target rich environment
Ø Korea lies towards the southern end of the Japanese Volcanic Arc and has
geology that is highly prospective for gold-silver mineralisation
Ø Despite this excellent setting, apart from work by Ivanhoe in the 1990s, there
has been little modern exploration
Ø Southern Gold has established a valuable first mover advantage; more than 100
targets have been identified, and 12 projects secured to date

Highly-prospective geological setting
Korea lies towards the southern end of the Japanese Volcanic Arc, an area highly prospective for
epithermal precious metals deposits. During the Cretaceous period (145-66 Ma), the north-eastern
boundary of the Eurasian Plate was subjected to oblique subduction of the Izanagi Oceanic Plate
beneath the Eurasian Plate. As a result, a number of NE or NNE trending sinistral (left-sided) strikeslip fault systems developed in Korea. Pull-apart basins formed along these faults, and were
subjected to intense volcanic activity. Research, for example Choi et al 2005, suggests that these
processes – lateral movement along strike-slip fault zones and related volcanism – are important
factors in the development of epithermal deposits. In Korea, these types of epithermal deposits
account for about one-third of the national gold resource.
Despite the apparently excellent geological setting, there has been little historical exploration.
Academic research into these types of deposits in Korea only took off after the recognition of two
areas of mineralisation in the 1980s.
Geology only recently understood
The fact is that detailed mineral system models, and an understanding of various epithermal target
types, have only been developed in the past 25 to 30 years. As a result, apart from work by Ivanhoe
Mines in the 1990s, very little modern exploration for this target type has taken place in Korea.
Southern Gold benefits from the engagement of Douglas Kirwin as technical advisor, and has access
to much of the Ivanhoe Mines data.
In contrast to Korea, there has been substantially more work done in Japan. Japan hosts several
world class mines of various deposit types including high-, intermediate-, and low-sulphidation (HS,
IS, LS) epithermal systems. Hishikari (LS), Kushikino (IS) and Nansatsu (HS), all in southern Kyushu,
are good examples. Southern Gold’s portfolio of epithermal targets covers the whole range from
high-level low-sulphidation epithermal vein systems, to mineralised low-sulphidation systems
(Weolyu, similar to Hishikari), to intermediate-sulphidation systems, to high sulphidation gold-copper
systems. Significantly, many of the higher-level epithermal systems Southern Gold has in its
portfolio have significant depth potential.
Notably, the Hishikari mine produced ~193 koz gold in 2016 at an average grade of 30 g/t gold.
Grades of more than 5,000 g/t gold and 14,000 g/t silver have been recorded from samples at
Hishikari.

Orior Capital Limited
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Figure 6: Technical model, with Japanese analogues

Source: Southern Gold

First mover advantage
Few other companies in country
Despite Korea’s long association with gold – the prolific use of gold started in the 4th century during
the Silla Kingdom (57 BC to 935 AD) – there has been little modern exploration and there are few
other gold operations. The Korea Mining Industry Association’s website (www.kmia.net) lists 35
members. As befits a country that has undergone rapid urbanisation and has a major construction
industry, 17 of these members are focused on limestone quarrying and cement manufacturing, and a
further 7 on machinery and engineering services. The only gold mining company member is
Sunshine Mines Inc, which owns the Eunsan Mine.
There are other mining related operations in Korea. Almonty Industries (AII.TO) is aiming to finance
development of a tungsten mine. Peninsula Mines (PSM.AX) is exploring for and developing graphite
resources.
Southern Gold’s unique experience
One of Southern Gold’s competitive advantages is the accumulated experience of its team in Korea.
Simon Mitchell, Southern Gold’s CEO, spent two years as the Managing Director of Korea gold
exploration company, Asiatic Gold. During this period, Mr Mitchell, turned the business into an active
exploration business, with a newly discovered project and defined drill targets. He also developed
valuable strategic relationships in South Korea with government agencies and consultants. Mr
Mitchell joined Southern Gold in 2015; Southern Gold acquired Asiatic Gold in 2016.
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Craig Panther, one of the consulting geologists on the Southern Gold team, has vast experience in
Pacific-rim arc geology and mineralisation, including extensive project and review work on low- and
high-sulphidation epithermal gold-silver vein- and breccia-hosted deposits. Mr Panther worked for
Canada Ivanhoe Mines Ltd from mid-1997 through 2010, based throughout Asia. During this time, he
had direct input into the discovery and development of the currently producing Eunsan lowsulphidation epithermal silver-gold vein deposit in Korea, and into the Ivanhoe team discovery and
subsequent resource delineation drilling of the Southwest, Central and South Oyu porphyry coppergold mineralized centres at Oyu Tolgoi, Mongolia.
Doug Kirwin is a technical advisor to Southern Gold. Mr Kirwin joined Indochina Goldfields in 1995
and was subsequently Executive Vice President for Ivanhoe Mines Limited until 2012. Mr Kirwin was
a member of the joint discovery team for the Hugo Dummett deposit at Oyu Tolgoi in Mongolia.
Mineral discoveries made by his exploration team include the Jelai-Mewet and Seryung epithermal
deposits in northeast Kalimantan, the Eunsan, Moisan and Gasado gold mines in South Korea, the
Moditaung gold deposits in Myanmar and the Merlin Re-Mo deposit in Australia.

More than 100 targets identified
A combination of these factors – Southern Gold’s unique level of in-country experience and the fact
that few other companies operate in Korea – has given Southern Gold a valuable first mover
advantage. This lack of initial competition has enabled the company to identify more than 100
targets. Some 20 of these have already been assessed, and 5 of the best secured. Management has
another 80 projects to examine; there is an excellent chance the project portfolio will continue to
grow.
Not just a land grab
This is not a “land-grab” for the sake of it. Rather, Southern Gold aims to assess a broad range of
targets through on-the-ground fieldwork. Only those targets that demonstrate surface or near
surface mineralisation and the potential to become a tier-one discovery are applied for. Inevitably,
not all projects make the grade. Some are relinquished, perhaps because they lack the grade or
widths to become economic, or because they lie too close to infrastructure. Through this process
of systematic and rigorous project selection, Southern Gold has been able to, and continues
to, build a portfolio of potentially tier-one prospects that are technically and socially de-risked.
One example of this rigorous process is the Sonbul project in South Jeolla Province, which was part
of the acquisition of Korean assets from Asiatic in 2016. In September 2018, Southern Gold
announced that it had completed some follow-up fieldwork at Sonbul. Whilst Sonbul demonstrated
good grades, management considered the veins too narrow for the project to become ‘top-tier’. The
project has now been returned to the tenement holder.
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Figure 7: Simplified map of Korea showing Cretaceous basins and major epithermal Au–Ag deposits

Source: Choi et al, 2005

Note: A=Eumseong Basin, B=Haenam–Jindo Basin, 1=Gongju Basin, 2=Yeongdong Basin,
3=Gyeongsang Basin, 4=Neungju Basin. Abbreviations in index map: GM=Gyeonggi Massif,
OB=Ogcheon Basin, TB=Taebaeg Basin, YM=Yeongnam Massif, and GB=Gyeongsang Basin.

Cretaceous epithermal gold-silver mineralisation and geodynamic environment, Korea, Seon-Gyu
Choi, In-Chang Ryu, Sang Joon Pak, Soo-Meen Wee, Chang Seong Kim, Maeng-Eon Park, 2005
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Superb jurisdiction
Ø Korea boasts a significant economy with a high degree of economic freedom
Ø There is hyper-modern infrastructure; the country is largely accessible by highspeed train and road
Ø Korea’s mining law is simple and transparent; mining is supported, there are no
mining royalties, no government free carry and no license fees or security bonds

Significant, modern and open economy
Korea boasts the 11th largest economy in the world, and the 4th largest in Asia after China, Japan
and India. Korea is one of the world’s largest shipbuilders, the fifth largest car maker, sixth largest
steel maker and also makes mobile phones, consumer electronics and whitegoods, all of which are
exported globally. In 2018, the population reached ~51.2m, and average GDP per capita was
US$33,346. Korea is an investment grade country with a Moody’s rating of Aa2, and a Standard and
Poor’s rating of AA. The political system is a presidential representative democracy.
Korea is well-known for the phenomenal economic growth achieved from the 1960s onwards. In the
early-1960s, Korea, still poor a decade after the end of the Korean War, instigated a policy of
industrialisation by import substitution. This was spearheaded by family owned conglomerates
known as ‘chaebols’ such as Hyundai, Samsung and LG Corporation. Incredibly, Korea’s real GDP
grew by more than 8% pa from 1962 to 1989. Manufacturing grew from 14% of GNP to more than
30% in the same timeframe. Steel and shipbuilding were both important drivers of this growth.
Through the 1990s and 2000s, Korea started to focus more on manufacturing high-tech goods, and
the market became more liberalised. Nowadays, Korea is a large, vibrant, open economy.
Whilst Korea is not perhaps well known today as a mining jurisdiction, in the past it has produced
significant quantities of gold. According to data from the Korean Institute of Geoscience and Mineral
Resources (KIGAM) Korea produced around 5.0 moz gold between 1928 and 2008, with the bulk of
that production in 1928-1943. After the Second World War, the gold industry became stigmatised,
and economic policy shifted away from mining. According to data from USGS, Korea has produced
200,000 oz to 400,000 oz gold per annum over the past decade.
In contrast to many countries that are better known as mining jurisdictions, Korea has some of the
most modern infrastructure in the world, excellent communications, and a high degree of
economic freedom. The mining law is transparent and straightforward.
Great infrastructure
Korea has some of the most advanced and modern infrastructure anywhere. Both the government
and the private sector are heavily involved in financing, constructing and operating various
infrastructure projects. In 2000-2020, the government plans to spend more than US$300bn on
airports, roads, railways and resorts, and more than US$60bn on new power generating facilities. To
put this massive expenditure into perspective, in 2000, the Auditor-General of New South Wales
reported that the Sydney Olympic Games cost A$6.6bn, with a net cost of A$1.7bn to A$2.4bn. One
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could think of Korea’s infrastructure spending (excluding power) over the next 20 years as being
roughly equivalent to 60x the Sydney Olympics. Korea boasts:
• An extensive road network that comprised 105,000 km in 2014, of which 97,454 km are paved. An
extensive freeway network, mostly operated on a toll system, serves most parts of the country.
• A high-speed railway network with a number of lines including from Seoul to Gwangju, Busan, and
to Pohang. A new line through Pyeongchang was completed in 2017 for the 2018 Winter Olympics.
It is not often that one can do a site visit by high-speed train and toll road.
• 103 airports including 2 international airports. Incheon International Airport, located 48 km west of
Seoul, was completed in 2001 ahead of the 2002 FIFA World Cup. It is the hub for Korean Air,
Asiana Airlines, Jeju Air and Polar Air Cargo. In 2016, Incheon was the world’s 19th busiest airport
by passenger traffic (57.8m passengers), and the 5th busiest by cargo. Gimpo International Airport
now mostly serves domestic flights and shuttle services to Osaka, Shanghai, Taipei and Tokyo.
• 5 major ports; the Port of Busan is the 5th largest container port in the world.
• High-speed internet; as of 2017, Korea had the fastest average internet connection in the world at
28.6 Mbits/s, with 100 Mbits/s services the standard in urban centres. Korea has been rolling out
1.0 Gbit/s connections, 79x faster than the average speed in the US.
• Nuclear power: Korea has 23 nuclear reactors with a combined generating capacity of 20.5 GW,
that provide some 29% of the country’s electricity.
• Manufacturing bases in Gwangju and Busan;
Ease of doing business
The World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index ranks countries against each other based on how
conducive the regulatory environment is for business operations and the protection of property
rights. Economies with a high rank (1 to 20) have simpler and more friendly regulations for
businesses. South Korea was ranked 5th among 190 countries in the most recent, 2018 survey.
Figure 8: South Korea rankings in the Ease of Doing Business Index

Source: Tradingeconomics.com

Two of the countries ranked above South Korea are city states (Singapore and Hong Kong), and two
others have populations similar to those city states (New Zealand and Denmark). Korea has
consistently ranked 4th or 5th in the past five years. For comparison, Australia is ranked 18th.
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Index of Economic Freedom
The Index of Economic Freedom was created in 1995 by The Heritage Foundation and The Wall
Street Journal. Economic theory as far back as Adam Smith’s the Wealth of Nations (1776) says that
basic institutions that protect individuals’ liberties to pursue economic interests result in greater
prosperity for society as a whole. The Index thus provides a benchmark to gauge a country’s
chances of economic success. The Index uses 12 measures to judge a country’s rule of law,
regulatory efficiency, the openness of markets and the size of government. Countries are classified
as ‘free’, mostly free’, ‘moderately free’, ‘mostly unfree’, ‘repressed’ or ‘not ranked’.
In the 2019 Index, Korea is ranked 29th out of 186 countries, and classified as ‘mostly free’. Japan is
ranked 30th. China is ranked 100th, and classified as ‘mostly unfree’. Australia is ranked 5th, and
classified as ‘free’.
Figure 9: Index of Economic Freedom, selected countries
Country
Ranking Country
Hong Kong
1 Botswana
Singapore
2 Peru
New Zealand
3 Indonesia
Australia
5 Burkina Faso
United Kingdom
7 China
Canada
8 South Africa
United States
12 Mali
Chile
18 Mongolia
South Korea
29 Brazil
Japan
30 Democratic Rep. Congo
Source: 2019 Index of Economic Freedom

Ranking
36
45
56
96
100
102
103
126
150
157

Straightforward and transparent mining law
Korea’s mining regulations are set out in the Mining Industry Act, 2017. The Act prescribes a basic
framework for the mining industry ‘to promote the development of national industries through the
rational exploitation of mineral resources’. The Act is highly supportive of mining companies. Under
Korean Law, the state owns all minerals and grants rights to conduct mining activities. There are no
mining royalties, no government free carry, and no license fees or security bonds. The
government receives its share of mine production as income and corporate taxes. There is a basic
principle of ‘use it or lose it’ underlying the granting and maintenance of mining rights.
Under the Act, there are two types of rights; exploration rights, and extraction rights. Applications to
obtain these rights must be made to the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE), together
with a mineral deposit description. Applicants have to demonstrate certain minimum grades and
sizes of ore deposit, as set out in the Act. The Act dictates that the Ministry shall conduct a field
survey to assess the application. There is a period for public consultation.
Whilst the minimum grade and size requirements are not daunting (for gold the minimum is a
grade of 2 g/t, a vein width of 30cm and a vein extension of 10m) they do mean that an amount of
fieldwork is necessary to support an application. This tends to limit applications to areas with
demonstrably good prospects, and acts as an effective barrier to the simple accumulation of land
bank. This is considered a key difference between the application for exploration rights in
Korea and in Japan. Thus, a project is demonstrably prospective to some degree when exploration
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rights are awarded. Exploration plans must be submitted to the Ministry within one year of the
exploration right being granted, and exploration records within three years of the exploration plans.
The application for exploration and extraction rights may be refused if deemed detrimental to the
public interest, if the minerals concerned do not meet the standards determined by MOTIE, or if
awarding the rights would pose an obstacle to a major national construction project.
Korea separates rights to land, and rights to minerals beneath the surface. Companies apply for
exploration rights, and then negotiate land access with land owners. Whilst land owners may not
unreasonably withhold rights of access, the process does need to be carefully managed. Southern
Gold has succeeded because of the quality of the team in Korea, and because it has sought
close engagement with the local community. The Act provides for the use of land, and for
expropriation of another person’s land for mining activities with Ministry approval. This may include
the opening of pitheads, the installation of facilities for ore dressing or refining, the piling of mineral
scraps, and the opening of infrastructure facilities.
In terms of mining rights, mine access requires a mining permit. Processing plant needs an industrial
permit. Plants with a footprint smaller than 1,500 pyong (4,950 m2) can be approved by the local
government. Larger plants require an environmental impact assessment which involves central
government approval. Smelter permits usually require substantial capital outlay for approval. Thus,
most smaller scale mines tend to export, rather than smelt, concentrates. This is one factor that
Southern Gold and Bluebird will have to consider in developing the Gubong and Kochang projects.
Mines that have been closed by the Mine Reclamation Corporation of Korea (MIRECO) can be
reopened with MIRECO permission. Environmental liabilities associated with the mine closure
become those of the new operator. To restart a mine, an exploration report and an economic
feasibility study is required. An industrial permit is needed for processing plant above ground. An
environmental impact assessment is not required.
Foreigners may be granted mining rights provided there are reciprocal rights for Koreans in the
foreigners’ country. Korea also has regulations governing mine safety, the prevention of mine
damage, and restoration.
As an example of how efficient things can be, Southern Gold announced the discovery of the Golden
Surprise zone at Deokon in July 2019, after an April-June field program. Drilling was approved in
October, just three months after the discovery.

Supportive government
Korea offers a number of subsidies to mining companies. Both the Korean Resources Corporation
(KORES) and the Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM) offer subsidies that
are generally 70% to 100% of the direct drilling costs. There are subsidies available of up to 50% for
the construction of production drives, up to 40% for the use of modern mechanised equipment, and
up to 60% for ancillary equipment.
Southern Gold has benefitted from KORES support; in 2016 KORES paid for 70% of the costs of
drilling 800m at Kochang. The company has well developed relationships with both KORES and
KIGAM, as well as other government agencies such as the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy,
and the Mine Registration Office.
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Figure 10: Flow chart for exploration right applications

Source: Southern Gold

Korean Resources Corporation (KORES)
Korea is a resources poor country that imports more than 99% of its metals requirements. KORES
was established to aid Korean development by securing stable supplies of mineral resources.
KORES engages in overseas resource development, and also provides private companies with
funding and technological support for resources development both in Korea and overseas. Since
2008, KORES has invested in 26 projects across 15 countries. This includes the advanced stage,
Boleo base metals project in Mexico, the Ambatovy Nickel Project in Madagascar, the Cobre
Panama Copper project (one of the world’s largest undeveloped copper porphyry deposits), as well
as coal projects in Australia. Recently, KORES has been focused on securing supplies of rare metals
to support Korea through the transformations expected in the “4th Industrial Revolution”.
Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM)
KIGAM is a government research agency. It was established in 1919 and is headquartered in the
science and technology city of Daejeon, where Southern Gold has its Korea office, ~140km south of
Seoul. KIGAM’s mandate is to support domestic economic growth, and energy and mineral security
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through research and consulting services in geology, mineral development, oil & gas development,
recycling and green technologies, and seismic and earthquake monitoring. KIGAM maintains one of
Korea’s largest and most comprehensive geological databases.
Low-tax regime
Korea offers a supportive, low tax environment. The basic Korean corporate tax rates are 11% on
the first KRW200m (~USS$168,000 at current rates), 22% up to KRW20bn (~US$16.8m), 24.2% up
to KRW300bn (US$25.3m) and 27.5% above KRW300bn. Tax losses incurred after 1 January 2009
can be carried forward for ten years and used to offset up to 60% of taxable income. Korea has tax
treaties in force with almost all other developed nations, including with Australia.

Both an Emerging and Developed Market
Despite Korea’s economic achievements, the hyper-modern nature of its infrastructure, and high
scores in the Ease of Doing Business Index and the Economic Freedoms Index, there is still debate,
in financial markets as to whether Korea should be regarded as a developed market or an emerging
market. While FTSE Russell reclassified Korea as a Developed Market in 2009, MSCI still classifies
Korea as an Emerging Market.
MSCI’s market classification is based on three aspects of a country’s market. These are its
economic development as determined by its Gross National Income (GNI) per capita, the size and
liquidity of its equity markets, and market accessibility as determined by 18 measures such as
restrictions on capital flows, and foreign ownership limits. In its November 2012 Investor Insight,
MSCI commented that while Korea meets the economic development and size and liquidity criteria
for developed market status, it failed the accessibility criteria. In its June 2018, MSCI Global Market
Accessibility Review, MSCI reiterated concerns over foreign ownership rules in aviation,
broadcasting, telecommunications and utilities, a lack of information disclosure in English, the fact
that corporate governance standards have often been questioned by international investors, the fact
that there is no offshore currency market, and other factors.
In contrast to the view taken by MSCI, FTSE Russell reclassified Korea as a Developed Market in
2009. In a discussion paper published in 2013, FTSE Russell stated that to include Korea in an
emerging market index creates distortions that “fail to reflect the intention of investors”. FTSE
Russell concluded that “although South Korea has yet to fully satisfy a small minority of detailed
criteria, in all essential respects it meets the definitions and standards of a developed market; and
that most investors and asset owners already view the country that way”.
The upshot, is that while Korea is the second largest component of the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index at 12.15%, Korea is not included in the FTSE Emerging Markets Index.

References: MSCI and FTSE Russell discussion papers:
https://www.msci.com/documents/10199/7424d920-cdcb-462c-9e16-4c450ed70e2a
https://www.msci.com/documents/1296102/1330218/MSCI_Global_Market_Accessibility_Review_J
une_2018_%28FINAL%29.pdf/04dd3b70-487a-8395-912c-89a202b5b4fa
https://research.ftserussell.com/products/downloads/FTSE_South_Korea_Whitepaper_Jan2013.pdf
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World class exploration portfolio
Ø Superb portfolio of world class exploration assets, any one of which could be a
‘company maker’
Ø Weolyu is being drilled for maiden resource; Beopseongpo, Deokon, Neungju
and Aphae for discovery
Ø Management has only assessed 20 out of 100 identified targets; portfolio
expansion seems highly likely

Weolyu
Weolyu is located in Yeongdong Province, 170 km southeast of Seoul and 65 km east-southeast of
Daejeon city. The project is easily accessible by road.
The Weolyu vein system is located within the south-eastern margin of a Cretaceous period pull-apart
basin that is filled with a volcano-sedimentary sequence. The mineralisation is low-to intermediatesulphidation epithermal veins containing high grade gold and silver. The project hosts a complex
vein system with multiple gold-silver veins extending over a 1km lateral strike length and, based on
the historic mine workings, to at least 300m depth. Southern Gold has identified multiple veins at
surface, most of which are yet to be drill tested. Underground channel sampling has been conducted
on only one vein system. Southern Gold’s mapping suggests the project has similar scale as the
operating Eunsan mine, where the surface mineralisation strike length is about 200m.
Southern Gold plans to drill 10 holes for ~800m using a pneumatic Metre-Eater to test the Surprise
Vein, immediately south of the Moonlight Vein, from surface, and the Mystery Vein from
underground. If the results are supportive, management plans to develop an underground
exploration adit, and drill 5,000m to 10,000m from underground. This is likely to be in 2020-2021.
The Weolyu project is an advanced exploration target where Southern Gold plans resource
drilling in 1H20.
Former silver mine
The Weolyu project consists of a historic underground mine that exploited silver-gold-germanium
mineralisation. It was last mined in the mid-1990s. There are small scale adits, but no other details of
previous work are known. The deposit straddles the Cho Gang river. Most historical mining occurred
on the north side of the river, now referred to as Weolyu North. The south side, Weolyu South, lies
some 200m higher in elevation compared to Weolyu North. Asiatic Gold drill tested Weolyu North,
and conducted reconnaissance work on Weolyu South in 2015. This work identified classic highlevel low-sulphidation epithermal quartz veining.
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Multiple vein systems identified
Southern Gold’s first foray into the Weolyu project was with the novel use of cave explorers. A small
team of Korean cavers gained access to the bottom of a small shaft, about 20m below surface, at
Weolyu South. A 1m wide zone of highly oxidised epithermal quartz vein was observed in the mine
wall at the bottom of the shaft, confirming the target of old mine workings. The mine workings do not
appear on any government maps or records. A newly installed ladder system was completed in
November 2017, allowing safe underground access. This allowed surveying, mapping and sampling
within the old workings, of the Surprise and Moonlight veins. Underground samples were collected
along a strike length of 150m, and over three levels.
Figure 11: Cave explorers accessing the lower levels of the Weolyu South workings, 2016

Source: Southern Gold

In December 2017, Southern Gold announced the results of a significant work program over the
southern portion of Weolyu, which included 5 diamond drill holes for 1,256m, and 101 channel
samples. The drilling, conducted in steep, difficult-to-access terrain, focused on testing the Summit,
Surprise and Moonlight vein zones. Significant anomalous results came from the last two holes in the
program (WUDD006 and WUDD007). Infill and extensional channel sampling results (18 samples),
together with the results of a re-sampling program conducted on the 2017 samples, were
announced in January 2019.
Figure 12: Weolyu diamond drilling, best intercepts at Summit and Moonlight

Hole
WUDD005
WUDD006
including:
WUDD007
including:

From
m
169.94
222.40
222.40
231.40
152.90
165.70
166.10

Interval
m
8.54
2.47
0.70
0.30
3.58
0.92
0.30

Gold
g/t
0.22
2.36
3.19
21.10
4.8
13.55
35.00

Silver
g/t
3.57
37.64
64.60
49.10
129.10
447.38
1110.00

Gold equiv
g/t
0.27
2.90
4.11
21.80
6.64
19.94
50.86

Target
Summit Vein Zone
Summit Vein Zone
Summit Vein Zone
Summit Vein Zone
Moonlight Vein Zone
Moonlight Vein Zone
Moonlight Vein Zone

Source: Southern Gold

This sampling has returned some very high-grade results, notably from the 330m level with 0.4m @
32.8 g/t gold and 764 g/t silver, and 0.45m @ 30.0 g/t gold and 280 g/t silver. The best intercept on
the 310m level was 0.7m @ 21.8 g/t gold and 469 g/t silver.
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Figure 13: Significant channel sample results, Weolyu

Line
FS330N_014
FS330N_013
FS330S_006
FS310N_002
FS330N_019
FS330N_001
FS310N_001
FS330S_001
FS310S_001
FS310N_029

Interval
m
0.40
0.45
0.55
0.70
0.34
0.50
0.55
0.60
1.12
0.46

Gold
g/t
32.80
30.00
28.90
21.80
15.07
10.85
9.94
8.84
8.70
8.40

Silver
g/t
764.0
280.0
1,350.0
469.0
272.6
503.0
181.0
501.5
222.4
197.0

Gold
gm
13.1
13.5
15.9
15.3
5.1
5.4
5.5
5.3
9.7
3.9

Source: Southern Gold

These programs confirmed multiple intercepts of high-grade epithermal quartz veins at Summit and
the Surprise-Moonlight vein zones. Notably, Weolyu South sits within the high-silver zone of the
epithermal mineralisation vertical zonation model. The expectation is the high-gold zone lies below
this level. Also, there is a large zone between Weolyu South and Weolyu North that appears
unmined. Given that earlier miners were chasing silver rather than gold, it seems the gold-rich zone
was left in preference for silver-rich zones. These epithermal quartz vein textures, and
significantly elevated silver values (of up to 0.1% Ag in places), are indicative of a high-level
low-sulphidation epithermal quartz vein system with depth potential over hundreds of metres.
Figure 14: Long section of the Weolyu old workings, highlighting channel sampling results

Source: Southern Gold
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Notably, no significant rehabilitation of the mine has been necessary, accept for the installation of a
ladder system, and safe-access platforms. Ground conditions are good, and are expected to allow
mining of narrow veins. Management expects that if the high-grades are maintained and increase at
depth, the old mine workings can be re-used, and enlarged to enable semi-mechanised narrow vein
mining methods.
Detailed mapping has identified five major corridors of intermediate- to low-sulphidation epithermal
lode, vein and vein breccia mineralisation at Weolyu:
• Sunset is located in the southwest of the project area. It is defined by a 150m wide NE-SW striking
sub-vertical fault and parallel lode-vein zone that extends at least 1,100m. It includes at least five
historically worked lode zones.
• Moonlight-Day Dawn encompasses NNW to SSE striking, westward dipping lode and vein sets
that form a broad corridor about 100m wide that trends through central Weolyu ridge, down
though historic workings and the old mine tailing dam and through the NW-SE ridge to the north.
In total, the trend extends for some 800m laterally, and more than 350m vertically.
• Sunrise comprises a series of parallel NNE to SSW trending steeply dipping strike-slip faults and
veins located along the central eastern margin of the mapped area. The vein zone has a mapped
strike extend to more than 500m, can be projected a further 250m to the north, and is 150m wide.
• Morning Calm is located in the northeast of the project area. It includes a historically productive
zone that was a major silver producer during the latter years of the mine life. The trend has a
horizontal width of about 200m, and based on the distribution of historical workings, a minimum
strike length of 450-500m. The trend is untested to the northeast.
• Surprise, located immediately south of the Moonlight Vein, is a discreet belt of NNE to SSW
striking sub-vertical to northwest dipping parallel veining mapped along the central section of
Weolyu ridge. It is 180m wide and likely extends at least 600m down slope.
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Figure 15: Weolyu project map

Source: Southern Gold
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Beopseongpo
Beopseongpo is located in South Jeolla Province, 40km east-northeast of Gwangju city and about
250km south-southwest of Seoul. There is small scale mining activity in the area including the
Eunsan-Moisan gold mine, and coal mining. The area has excellent infrastructure and is accessible
by high-speed train and road. The closest high speed train station is Gwangju-Seonjeong, about a
one hour drive from the project area.
Figure 16: Taking the high-speed SRT train from Gwangju to Seoul after visiting Beopseongpo

Source: Orior Capital

Gold-silver mineralisation at Beopseongpo is hosted in low-sulphidation epithermal quartz veins, and
situated along the eastern step fault-bounded margin of a pull-apart basin formed during the late
Cretaceous.
Southern Gold has identified veins ranging from 200m to 500m in strike length and with widths in
excess of 20m. The combined strike length is estimated to be more than 2,750m, within a 1.2 km by
3.5 km zone. The majority of the vein zones are open in both strike directions. Management
considers the actual strike length likely to be longer as extensions north and south are undercover.
The main zone of gold mineralisation is likely preserved at around 100-500m below surface. The area
is conducive to low environmental and social impact exploration.
Southern Gold completed its maiden diamond drilling program at Beopseongpo in October
2019, drilling some 1,210m. Final assays are expected in November 2019. The company drilled
four holes for 654m at Lotus North, and three holes for 556m at Hand of Faith. The initial observation
is that drilling at Hand of Faith clearly intersected the target zone, which contains abundant
epithermal veining with individual predominantly veined zones up to 7m in true width, within broader
zones of up to 50m wide. At Lotus North, only minor epithermal veins were encountered with the
interpretation being that the target area dips east, rather than west. Further investigation is required.
The plan is to return to Beopseongpo and drill at Golden Palm, once drilling is completed at Deokon.
Beopseongpo is a world-class exploration target with potential to host a substantial lowsulphidation epithermal gold-silver deposit.
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Former operating gold mine
There is physical evidence that Beopseongpo operated as a gold mining area during 1910 to 1945,
but little evidence of work after the Korean War (1950 to 1953) until 1999-2000, when Ivanhoe
undertook traversing and sampling work as part of a general field review. One area of interest
identified at this time was a low-sulphidation epithermal vein system traceable for 3 km. This now
represents a significant section of the Beopseongpo target.
Recently, through interactions with local residents, Southern Gold has re-discovered two historical
mining operations that date from the pre-War period. Two production adits have been located, one
each immediately north and south of the town of Beopseongpo. These operations show evidence of
multi-level workings. Management considers that the existence of these operations below weakly
precious metal surface vein outcrops supports the thesis, derived from quartz vein textures, that
precious metal values increase significantly at depth. The existence of these workings
dramatically increase the overall prospectivity of the project.
Figure 17: Concrete foundations of a small mine mill, pre-War era, Lotus vein zone (north)

Source: Southern Gold

Fieldwork demonstrates Beopseongpo is a world-class target
Southern Gold conducted initial mapping and sampling work at Beopseongpo in September 2017.
Fieldwork confirmed the presence of a large low-sulphidation epithermal vein system. During this
initial assessment, 117 samples were taken. High values, associated with shoot development were
31.9 g/t gold and 19 g/t silver from the northern-most, lowest elevation area (Golden Palm) and 3.85
g/t gold and 14 g/t silver from a vein zone in the centre of the target area (Hand of Faith vein zone).
Subsequent work undertaken in March 2019 enabled Southern Gold to identify vein extensions, new
vein zones, and prospective trends through the mapping of exposed vein zones, host lithological unit
contacts, controlling faults and alteration-oxide envelopes.
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Five major vein zones been identified with vein segments ranging from 200m to 500m in strike
length, and widths of sheeted veining in excess of 20m. All five vein zones demonstrate weakly to
moderately anomalous gold-silver values.
• Golden Palm is located some 780m northeast of the town. It comprises a NNE to SSW striking
and westward dipping zone of silification, quartz vein and hydraulic vein breccia that is at least
15m wide, and traceable over a strike length of ~500m. It is easily accessible by concrete access
roads and a sealed road that rings the ridge. Some 94 samples have been taken along the
projected strike with a highest assayed value of 31.9 g/t gold and 19.0 g/t silver.
• Hand of Faith is located immediately south of Daedeok village, and 1 km south of Beopseongpo
town. There are two vein segments. Hand of Faith North has been traced for 400m, and shows
quartz veins and vein breccias up to 1.4m in width. Some 62 rock samples have been taken with a
highest gold assay of 3.85 g/t gold and 14 g/t silver. Hand of Faith South is a faulted offset of the
Hand of Faith North and shows similarly wide parallel sheeted veining and similar quart textures.
• Enigma lies 50m east of Hand of Faith North and is associated with a 20m wide ridge with quartz
vein breccia along the ridge crest.
• Lotus is a newly recognised, significant vein system running through the southern margin of the
town. It is believed to be the only target that has been mined historically. The highest gold values
from 137 rock samples were 3.0 g/t gold and 1.0 g/t silver from a mine mullock sample taken from
the first few metres of a pre-War adit at Lotus North Extended, and 2.46 g/t gold and 23.5 g/t silver
from a float boulder sample at Lotus South.
• Phoenix was discovered in May 2019. It is located about 550m east-southeast of Beopseongpo
town. It is projected between vein outcrops with a minimum strike length of 250m.
Figure 18: Drill rig on site at Hand of Faith, September 2019

Source: Southern Gold
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Figure 19: Beopseongpo gold project

Source: Southern Gold
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Deokon
Deokon is located in North Jeolla (also known as Jeonbuk) Province, 100km south-southwest of
Daejeon, and 200km south of Seoul. The area is served by an airport in Gunsan, by high-speed train
at Jeongju, and by road.
Mineralisation in the project area occurs as intermediate- to low-sulphidation epithermal gold-silver
lode- and vein-hosted systems. Detailed fieldwork in early-2018, identified Deokon as a highly
prospective epithermal gold-silver target. Four major precious metal mineralised zones have been
mapped to date; the Main Mine area, Shin Hill, Shin North and Golden Surprise. Shin North, and
Golden Surprise are new discoveries. Golden Surprise shows bonanza grades in outcrop and
float assays. It has been mapped for 600m, and remains open along strike in both directions. The
Main Mine and Shin Hill have been worked historically. Intermediate-sulphidation silver-gold
mineralisation at the Main Mine is now fully exploited. At Shin Hill, less than 30m of the >300m vein
system has been tested and exploited. Shin Hill has not yet been tested below the access drive
level, which demonstrated the highest silver-gold values from Southern Gold’s underground
channel sampling. Overall, Deokon is another world-class exploration target, with a large footprint,
spectacular gold-silver grades, and easy drill and development access. There is excellent potential
for the discovery of a meaningful, epithermal gold-silver deposit.
Southern Gold now plans to drill test the Bonanza Zone outcrop with close spaced drilling to
determine the true width of the mineralised zone and to quantify grade. Four diamond holes are
planned for ~500m, three of which are designed to intersect ~25m below the identified outcrop at
around 40m apart. The fourth hole is planned to intersect the structure about 50m below surface.
The Bonanza Zone has returned a peak of 32.4g/t gold and 1,095g/t silver in outcrop and 78.6g/t
gold and 13,000g/t silver in float.
Deokon was mined up to 1980
Deokon was exploited by artisanal miners in the pre-War period. The Deokon Mining Co. developed
two multi-level underground workings, and worked the mine between 1958 and 1980.
The Main Adit zone was mined over a 350m strike length on nine production levels over 260 vertical
metres, with all levels connected by an internal shaft and an access decline. Based on channel
sample data, vein widths ranged from 0.3m to 1.0m. Several small access adits are present at
surface, one of which is open. According to historical records, some 37,700 oz gold and 2.4 moz
silver were produced between 1958 and 1980. Between 1977 and 1981, 14 diamond drill holes were
completed, but with little follow-up sampling and assaying work was completed.
Underground sampling programs conducted by KORES in the 1980s illustrate the exceptionally high
gold-silver grades that were mined historically. Peak sampling results include 0.5m @ 59.3 g/t Au
and 8,879 g/t Ag; 0.6m @ 29.3 g/t Au and 3,820 g/t Ag; and 0.6m @ 28.5 g/t Au and 7,485 g/t Ag.
Deokon Mining also mined the Shin Adit located ~1.2 km east of the Main Adit zone, though limited
historical production or discovery information is available. Southern Gold has identified the
accessible lower Shin Adit workings, comprising a 160m horizontal drive with two cross-cuts
following lode zones. There are internal raises and stopes extending to higher mine levels.
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Underground channel sampling through the first cross-cut lode zone, along 61m of strike length, by
KORES in the 1980s, returned peak results of 0.3m @ 19.8 g/t Au and 2,463 g/t Ag; 0.4m @ 18.7 g/t
Au and 2,205 g/t Ag; and, 0.3m @ 16.3 g/t Au and 1,772 g/t Ag.
In both the Main Adit and the Shin Adit, historical drilling did not effectively test the down-dip or
along strike potential. Modelled in 3D, it is clear the majority of the drilling did not intersect the vein
trends below the best results observed in the underground mine. There is excellent exploration
potential for along strike and down dip extension to high-grade gold and silver mineralisation.
Sampling by Southern Gold in early-2018 of mullock (waste from previous mining) adjacent to and
on exposed veins at the Main Adit and Shin Adit prospects returned samples over 1g/t Au. These
two formerly exploited vein trends represent obvious drill targets.
Figure 20: Significant underground rock chip and grab sample results, Main Adit and Shin Adit, Deokon

Sample

Type

KRS205254
KRS205231
KRS205229
KRS205409
KRS205288
KRS205413
KRS205410
KRS205287
KRS205412
KRS205302
KRS205240
KRS205253

Mullock
Mullock
Mullock
Outcrop
Mullock
Outcrop
Outcrop
Mullock
Outcrop
Mullock
Mullock
Mullock

Gold
g/t
13.30
9.23
7.65
4.00
3.93
3.32
1.66
1.65
1.39
1.15
1.05
1.01

Silver
g/t
2,130
1,080
558
681
359
581
574
124
333
70
191
133

Source: Southern Gold

In April 2019, Southern Gold announced that multiple veins had been identified at district scale,
including a new area to the east of the Main Adit and Shin Adit, with a peak result from a ‘float’
sample of 78.6g/t gold and 13,000g/t silver. Follow-up fieldwork in April to June 2019, which
comprised more than 112 new samples being taken and analysed, located the outcrop representing
the source of this bonanza grade sample. This is now called the Bonanza Zone. Southern Gold also
identified an area 500m to the north of the Bonanza Zone, now called the Thorn Zone, that also
demonstrates extensive outcropping. Together these zones are called the Golden Surprise Trend,
and represent more than 500m of mineralised trend, open in both directions. Multiple untested vein
systems have been identified across several square kilometres of the project area. Peak assay
results include 53.9 g/t gold and 6,240 g/t silver, and 35.1 g/t gold and 3,270g/t silver.
The Golden Surprise Trend is a mineralised corridor, about 60m wide and with a strike extent of at
least 500m, open in both directions. The core zone with this corridor shows intense sheeted and
network vein development over a width of 4m to 20m. Southern Gold has access agreements in
place. The Bonanza Zone tenure is currently covered by an application which is expected to be
converted in mid-November 2019.
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Figure 21: Simplified mapping and sampling results, Deokon, 2019

Source: Southern Gold

Figure 22: Significant results from sampling at Deokon, mainly Golden Surprise Trend, 2019

Sample

Type

KRS206270
KRS206272
KRS206303
KRS206354
KRS206311
KRS206215
KRS206291
KRS206301
KRS206391
KRS206353
KRS206389
KRS206352
KRS206410
KRS206309
KRS206225
KRS206351
KRS206310
KRS206234

Float
Float
Subcrop
Outcrop
Outcrop
Float
UG outcrop
Outcrop
Float
Outcrop
Float
Outcrop
Outcrop
Outcrop
Outcrop
Outcrop
Outcrop
Float

Gold
g/t
53.90
35.10
34.30
32.40
20.20
19.80
19.10
15.65
14.80
14.30
6.84
5.54
4.38
3.59
2.55
2.28
2.02
1.50

Silver
g/t
6,240.0
3,270.0
69.2
1,095.0
585.0
425.0
43.9
134.0
3,040.0
1,190.0
1,010.0
408.0
30.1
306.0
22.7
36.9
213.0
1.6

Prospect
Bonanza Vein Zone
Bonanza Vein Zone
Thorn Vein Zone
Bonanza Vein Zone
Thorn Vein Zone
Bonanza Vein Zone
Main Mine Adit #2
Thorn Vein Zone
Bonanza Vein Zone
Bonanza Vein Zone
Bonanza Vein Zone
Bonanza Vein Zone
Thorn Vein Zone
Thorn Vein Zone
Thorn Vein Zone
Bonanza Vein Zone
Thorn Vein Zone
Shin Hill North

Source: Southern Gold
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Figure 23: Golden Surprise Trend mapping and sampling, 2019

Source: Southern Gold
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Neungju
The Neungju project is located some 280 km south of Seoul, 180 km south-southwest of Daejeon,
and 25 km southeast of Gwangju city, in South Jeolla Province. The area is host to a number of gold
occurrences, including the operating Eunsan-Moisan gold-silver mine which is located roughly 70
km to the southeast.
Southern Gold’s mapping and surface sampling demonstrates that Neungju has potential to host a
substantial gold-silver low sulphidation epithermal deposit. Five major vein zones have been
identified with a combined strike length of ~1 km. These zones remain open in both directions
and there is good potential to discover additional vein zones. Further exploration is required to
identify the true extend of the Neungju prospect. The plan is for initial drilling of Neungju in 1H20.
The Southern Gold Korean team will hold discussions with local landowners to enable drilling to
commence as soon as practicable.
Figure 24: Looking south across the Neungju prospect from a ridge north of Oesin Village

Source: Southern Gold

It seems that prior to 2001, when Ivanhoe Mines did some initial sampling, the Neungju prospect
area had not been explored at all. Ivanhoe took 33 rock samples, with 6 giving better than 1 g/t gold,
and with peak gold-silver assays of 26 g/t gold and 139.6 g/t silver. Ivanhoe geologists noted an area
of more than 6 sq.km that displayed intense clay-pyrite alteration of felsic volcanic intrusives and
volcanic breccias hosting gold-bearing quartz vein, stringer stockworks. The area was considered
highly prospective.
Southern Gold conducted initial fieldwork in the area in October 2017. Strongly anomalous precious
metal values were obtained from 47 samples, confirming the presence of a low sulphidation
epithermal vein system. A much larger field program, with more than 130 new samples being taken
and submitted for analysis, was conducted in June 2019. Two outcrop rock chip and three float
samples returned very high grade (>5g/t) gold results. The peak outcrop rock chip sample at
Neungju was 31.8g/t gold and 6.6g/t silver.
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Figure 25: Significant rock sampling results from Neungju

Sample

Type

KRS206458
KRS206455
KRS206478
KRS206492
KRS206529
KRS206496
KRS206486
KRS206413
KRS206481
KRS206526
KRS206527
KRS206525
KRS206484
KRS206485
KRS206538
KRS206477
KRS206506

Subcrop
Float
Float
Float
Outcrop
Float
Float
Float
Float
Outcrop
Outcrop
Outcrop
Float
Float
Subcrop
Float
Subcrop

Gold
g/t
31.8
13.4
6.8
6.4
6.2
4.6
4.0
3.3
2.6
2.4
2.2
1.8
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.1

Silver
g/t
6.6
13.1
9.8
10.9
25.2
7.3
1.9
2.9
15.2
0.8
1.9
8.9
1.1
0.8
5.0
1.6
0.4

Prospect
Naesin
Naesin
Yeppueda
Yeppueda
Lee Spur
Yeppueda
Yeppueda
Oesin
Yeppueda
Lee Spur
Lee Spur
Lee Spur
Yeppueda
Yeppueda
Jidong
Yeppueda
Yeppueda

Source: Southern Gold

Five vein corridors have been mapped within a roughly 1,000m by 500m area.
• Naesin can be traced for 600m and varies in width from 50m to 100m. Veins and vein breccias
seem to be discontinuous and poorly developed, though rock samples have returned peak
precious metal values of 31.8 g/t gold and 13.1 g/t silver.
• Oesin can be traced over 40m along strike, and has a width of about 10m. It is a new discovery.
Southern Gold has not yet assessed vein continuity because of the dense scrub cover. Limited
initial sampling returned peak precious metal values of 3.28 g/t gold and 2.9 g/t silver.
• Yeppeuda has been traced along strike for 250m. It is about 20m wide with individual veins as
wide as 2m. Yeppeuda appears to be a major structure. It has generated peak precious metal
values of 16.5 g/t gold and 99 g/t silver respectively.
• Jidong has been traced along strike for 150m. It is about 2m wide with individual veins tens of cm
wide. Peak precious metal values of 1.15 g/t gold and 6.2 g/t silver have been sampled.
Management considers that further traversing will likely extend this vein zone significantly.
• Lee Spur can be traced 25m along strike and is about 25m wide. It contains a sheeted vein zone
about 2m wide. Peak precious metal values of 6.17 g/t gold and 25.2 g/t silver were obtained from
limited first-pass sampling. The nature of veining is indicative of good continuity and further
traversing will likely extend this vein zone significantly.
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Figure 26: Neungju simplified mapping and sampling results

Source: Southern Gold

Aphae
The Aphae prospect is located on the south-eastern side of Aphae Island, in South Jeolla province. It
is close to the port town of Mokpo, and about 20 km north of the currently operating Eunsan Gold
Mine. Originally an island hill, some of the land in the estuary has been filled in and is used for rice
paddies. The prospect area is easily accessible by road.
Initial fieldwork in 2017 identified Aphae as a highly prospective epithermal gold-silver target with
potential for a much larger system than was recognised historically. The plan is for initial drilling of
Aphae in 1H20.
The Aphae deposit was discovered in the late-1930s and was mined up until the early 1940s. More
than 3,700 oz gold were mined in 1940-1942 from a shallow open-cut. An alluvial deposit was also
exploited, though production figures are not available. The open-cut is about 1.5 km north west of
the operating Koryong clay mine. In the late-1960s, a small underground decline was developed with
two small sublevels to 25m below the surface, and with a small onsite gold plant. The timing of the
mine closure is uncertain but was probably in the early 1970s given the weak gold price at that time.
In 1980, KORES drilled two diamond holes, one of which was 200m deep and which returned a peak
intercept of 0.5 @ 7 g/t gold and 104 g/t silver from 170.8m. In 1995, Indochina Goldfields sampled 6
rock chips from the mine mullock heap with all samples returning >1.5 g/t gold.
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Figure 27: Aphae gold project

Source: Southern Gold
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Hampyeong
The Hampyeong project is located 1.5km northeast of the town of Hampyeong, and immediately
north of the town of Dae Dong. It is 50 km north-northeast of the port city of Mokpo. The project
area, whilst largely forested, is well traversed by tourist trails, and that provide ready access. The
area is well served by local road and train networks.
A number of small adits and drives suggest the area has been subjected to limited gold exploration
and exploitation in the past, though no production numbers are available. Ivanhoe Mines reassessed
the area in 2001-2002, identifying 11 outcropping and subcropping vein exposures. There had been
no historical drilling on site until Southern Gold’s scout drilling program in 2018.
In February 2018, Southern Gold announced the results of its initial field testing at Hampyeong. This
work revealed numerous targets within kilometre-scale low-sulphidation epithermal gold-silver
mineralised structurally controlled quartz veins and vein breccia zones. Peak rock chip assays were
13.4 g/t gold at the Nabi vein, 11.5 g/t and 8.4 g/t at the East Main vein (now called A’Cha vein), and
6.8 g/t at the Saseun vein. These results were encouraging; significant grades of gold and silver were
returned at surface in a district that had never been drilled, and the vein system display good veins
widths. Furthermore, the topology of the area is conducive to straight forward drill testing.
Figure 28: Significant rock sample assays over 4g/t gold, Hampyeong

Sample

Type

KRS202218
KRS202212
KRS202215
KRS202219
KRS202236
KRS202237

Outcrop
Outcrop
Subcrop
Subcrop
Outcrop
Outcrop

Gold
g/t
13.4
11.5
8.4
7.2
6.8
4.6

Silver
g/t
27.7
16.2
21.4
24.9
6.2
1.3

Prospect
Nabi Vein
E. Main Vein (now called A’Cha Vein)
E. Main Vein (now called A’Cha Vein)
Nabi Vein
Saseun Vein
Saseun Vein

Source: Southern Gold

In July 2018, Southern Gold announced the results of its 3 diamond-hole scout drilling program. This
targeted the A’Cha and Nabi vein zones with broad intervals of >10m of quartz breccia and
anomalous gold intersected in all 3 holes. Peak results were 0.70m @ 2.47 g/t gold from 119m in the
A’Cha vein zone and 0.95m @ 5.33 g/t gold from 32.6m from the Nabi vein zone.
Figure 29: Significant drill intercepts, Hampyeong

Hole
HPDD001
including:
HPDD002
HPDD003

From
m
29.7
31.0
24.0
32.6
119.0

Interval
m
2.00
0.40
0.44
0.95
0.70

Gold
g/t
1.08
2.96
0.98
5.33
2.47

Prospect
A'Cha
A'Cha
Nabi
A'Cha

Source: Southern Gold
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Figure 30: Plan of drilling and significant gold occurrences at the Hampyeong Project

Source: Southern Gold
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Bluebird Merchant Ventures joint venture
Ø Southern Gold and Bluebird Merchant Ventures are developing two gold
projects in Korea; Gubong and Kochang
Ø The aim is to reopen old high-grade gold mines, use simple processes, keep
capital intensity low, and achieve positive cash flow
Ø The Gubong project was approved for development by MOTIE in Sept 2019, the
first Permit to Develop issued to a foreign operator since the 1990s

Joint venture
In March 2017, Southern Gold and Bluebird Merchant Ventures agreed to develop potentially three
projects, Gubong, Kochang and Taechang, together under a joint venture. The rationale being simply
that while Southern Gold has expertise in exploration, Bluebird has expertise in bringing about
production and operating old underground gold mines. Two of these projects, Gubong and
Kochang, both of which are old underground gold mines, are the current focus.
Under the terms of the JV agreement, BMV was able to earn a 50% interest in the Gubong project
by essentially:
• Spending US$500,000 on the project over a 12-month period
• Delivering a feasibility study with the objective of targeting near-term low cost production with a
capital expenditure of less than US$10m
• Undertaking a placing in Southern Gold shares to the value of A$250,000
The criteria for earning a 50% stake in the Kochang project were the same as for Gubong accept
that for Kochang any amounts spent at Gubong over the minimum could be counted towards
expenditure. Now that the JV is formed, all expenses are equally between Southern Gold and BMV.
A former owner of the projects, Mr Jae Youl Sim, retains a royalty on first production from each
project. The royalty comprises four payments of US$500,000 each falling due two, three, four and
five years after the commencement of commercial production, and a 2% NSR royalty on each
project.
Gubong feasibility study
BMV submitted its feasibility study on the Gubong project to Southern Gold in July 2018. The study
recommends that prior to construction, mineral resources are defined by dewatering the deposit to
the valley floor and undertaking a sampling programme across the veins in all opened underground
openings for assay and metallurgical testing. The intention is to define sufficient resources to support
an initial 45,000 tpa processing operation. A number of mining methods are envisaged depending on
the width and dip of the vein, and the strength of the country rock. Initial studies suggest Vat
Leaching will be the most capital and cost effective processing method.
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Kochang feasibility study
BMV submitted its study on Kochang in January 2019. The study recommends further development
work be undertaken including adit and drive refurbishment, re-opening of access to the silver mine
and upper levels of the gold mine, and an additional sampling programme.
Development applications
An application to the Korean government to develop Gubong was made in January 2019, and an
application to develop Kochang was made in March 2019. In September 2019, the Gubong project
was approved for development by MOTIE. This is the first Permit to Develop issued to a foreign
mining company since Indochina Goldfields (renamed Ivanhoe Mines in 1999) was approved to
develop Eunsan in the late-1990s. The approval is another testament to Korea’s transparent and
straightforward regulatory system.

Gubong
Gubong is a substantial former gold mine, located 60km west of Daejeon. There is road access to
within 100m of the old mine. It was the largest gold producer in Korea in 1930 to 1943, and is
Korea’s second largest producer historically. The mine exploited high grade quartz veins, hosted
mainly in gneissic granite, to a vertical depth of ~500m. There is more than 120 km of underground
mine development in place. The current project area hosts five historical mines. Although there is no
current JORC resource estimate for Gubong, KIGAM/KORES has estimated the remaining resources
to be 2.34m tonnes at 7.36 g/t, or about 550,000 oz gold. According to BMV, Gubong still retains
substantial remnant ore between mined blocks, has excellent exploration potential, and mine data
indicates good potential for recommissioning and the possibility of relatively early cash flow.
Figure 31: Extensive historical development at Gubong

Source: Southern Gold

BMV believes there has been more than 17,000m drilled at Gubong at various periods from the
1960s to 2015. Downhole depths ranged from 9m to 950m, averaging 322m if two 9m holes are
excluded. All of these holes were drilled by KORES, accept the 2012-2015 holes which were drilled
by Southern Gold’s predecessor, Heesong Metals. Exploratory drilling below the abandoned mine
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workings from one of five holes returned 27.9 g/t gold and 25 g/t silver over 1.6m downhole from
845m. This persistence at depth supports the overall prospectivity of the project.
There may also be opportunity to find parallel veins that do not outcrop in the area. Vein 6, the main
vein exploited, was found as a blind vein in the hanging wall during development on other veins.
The Gubong feasibility study (July 2018) estimates capital expenditure to bring the mine back into
production of US$4.85m including US$2.1m for new equipment and infrastructure, US$1.5m for a
processing plant, and US$1.25m in working capital. These figures do not take into account any
government subsidies that may be available. Southern Gold can elect to fund its half of the
expenditure, or to reduce its stake in the project. The plan involves starting production at ~10,000 oz
pa, increasing to ~40,000 oz pa over 2-3 years.
BMV’s management stated in the company’s June 2019 prospectus they believe the Gubong project
offers the greatest potential resources of the two Korean projects. The exploration target range,
according to Southern Gold is 1.2-2.3mt at a grade of 6-8 g/t for 230-580 koz. Note that exploration
work carried out to date is insufficient to estimate a resource.

Kochang
Kochang is located about 90 km southeast of Daejeon. It is an epizonal vein deposit. The mine
covers an area of 3.2 square miles. It was mined for gold and silver from 1928 until 1975. In 1991,
KORES stated that Kochang produced 110 koz gold and 5.9 moz silver in 1961-1975.
According to BMV, the Main Vein was historically mined at the "gold mine", and the South Vein was
mined at the "silver mine". Recent survey work demonstrates there are a number of separate veins
associated with the Main Vein that have not been exploited in the past. Further, the "silver mine"
shows significant gold assays that may support mining the entire length of the deposit. A number of
additional veins have been found during surface mapping and sampling that were not accessed
when the mine was in production. Some 2,000m of the underground workings are currently open.
BMV estimates that this is about half of the historic mine workings.
Based on historical plans, production statistics, recent surface exploration mapping and sampling,
historic drilling, 3D computer modelling, and recent underground surveying and grab/channel
sampling, BMV has estimated the mineral potential available for the redevelopment of the mine.
BMV’s initial estimate is between 550,000 and 700,000 tonnes, with a range of grades between 5.2
g/t to 6.6 g/t gold, and 27.3 g/t to 34.8 g/t silver. BMV states that the tonnage range is 40% to 50%
of the calculated total tonnage, the same percentage as that of significant results obtained by the
sampling program. This mineral potential is conceptual in nature.
The Kochang feasibility study (January 2019) recommends targeting broken ore still within the mined
areas or ore transportation network, and the extraction of remnant blocks or pillars, found unmined
or left behind. It also suggests additional survey, sampling and mapping work to further define areas
of the mine not yet accessed.
Recent work has covered a small section of the total project area, and confirmed obvious
underground drill targets in close proximity to the three main veins. The deposit is open along strike
and to depth. BMV plans an underground drilling programme and further mapping and channel
sampling in other historic workings in 2020, once the mine is approved for development.
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Figure 32: Kochang proposed mine layout

Source: Southern Gold
Figure 33: 3D modelling on structures at Kochang

Source: Southern Gold
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Macro backdrop looks excellent
Ø Measured in Australian dollars, gold prices are close to their all-time high,
suggesting strong margins are available
Ø Junior companies spend more on exploration, make more discoveries, and add
more ounces and value than the major gold producers
Ø Gold majors are buying, rather than discovering resources

Prices close to all-time high
Measured in Australian dollar terms, gold prices are near their all-time high. Prices peaked in
September 2019 at A$2,287/oz and are now A$2,178/oz, just 5% off the peak price. Gold prices
seem likely to remain high for a sustained period.
Figure 34: Gold prices in Australian dollars

Source: goldprice.org

Juniors discover, majors buy
Data from MinEx Consulting demonstrates that in recent years junior mining companies have found
most of the deposits. Junior miners spend more on exploration, and add more ounces.
In contrast to this, major gold companies, motivated largely by shareholder demands for improved
capital management, and a focus on dividends, have over the past decade somewhat neglected
exploration. At current mining rates, major companies’ resources are depleting. Given the
operational sustainability of a gold miner hinges upon being able to replace resources, M&A has
become more prevalent. According to Bloomberg, there were 1,349 mining (not just precious metals)
deals in 2018 with an aggregate value of US$86bn.
For a major gold company, acquiring rather than discovering resources has several advantages. The
impact is (almost) immediate; long lead times of exploration programmes are avoided. Exploration
risk – that one may spend time and money with little or no result – is avoided. Portfolios of assets
can be acquired in single transactions. It is cheaper.
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Figure 35: Number of discoveries by company type, number

Source: MinEx Consulting, June 2016
Figure 36: Exploration, discovery and value added, Western World, 2005-2014

Source: MinEx Consulting, June 2016

The larger a company gets, the harder it is to replenish reserves. Barrick Gold (GOLD), having
acquired Randgold in late-2018, expects to produce 5.1-5.6 moz of gold in 2019. Having acquired
Goldcorp, Newmont targets production of 6.0-7.0 moz gold pa. As companies become larger, the
need to replenish resources grows.
Newmont commented on its expected long-term production profile after the announcement of the
Goldcorp acquisition. Newmont expects attributable gold production from existing assets and
sustaining projects to decline by more than 1.0 moz pa from 2019 to 2025. This will be partly
compensated by current and mid-term projects.
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Figure 37: Newmont Goldcorp indicative attributable production profile, Moz

Source: Newmont Mining, Newmont Goldcorp update, March 2019

This consolidation trend is likely to filter down to smaller players. Gold is a highly fragmented sector;
there are lots of potential targets. Valuations in the junior space are lower, meaning that transactions
are more likely to occur at premiums to market levels.

Newmont Mining, Newmont Goldcorp update, March 2019:
https://s1.q4cdn.com/259923520/files/doc_presentations/2019/03/Newmont-Goldcorpupdate_3.25.19_FINAL.pdf
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Appendix 1: Southern Gold tenements
Figure 38: Southern Gold tenement holdings

District Group
Weolyu

Mine Name
Weolyu

Jeolla

Beopseongpo
Deokon
Neungju
Aphae

Taechang
Gubong
Gubong
BMV JV

Dokcheon
Hampyeong
Taechang (Sobo)
Gubong
Incheon
Gubong

Kochang
BMV JV

Kochang

TOTAL

12 Projects

Tenement ID
Yeongdong 66
Yeongdong 67
Beopseongpo 29
Beopseongpo 30
Jeonju 70
Jeonju 80
Neungju 33
Muan 109
Muan 99
Yeongam 116
Naju 136
Mockgye 136
Mockgye 137
Cheongyang 137
Buyeo 58
Cheongyang 134
Cheongyang 135
Cheongyang 136
Cheongyang 145
Cheongyang 146
Cheongyang 147
Daecheon 6
Daecheon 7
Aneui 11
Aneui 12
Aneui 22
26 tenements

Area (ha)
277
277
280
280
279
279
281
281
281
282
281
137
261
276
264
276
276
276
276
276
276
276
276
279
279
279
7,061
70.61

Type
Mining
Mining
Exploration
Exploration
Exploration
Exploration
Exploration
Exploration
Exploration
Exploration
Exploration
Mining
Mining
Mining
Exploration
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining
Mining

SAU Holding
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%

km2

Source: Southern Gold
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Appendix 2: ‘Ring of fire’ geological setting
During the Cretaceous period (145-66 Ma), the north-eastern boundary of the Eurasian Plate was
subjected to oblique subduction of the Izanagi Oceanic Plate beneath the Eurasian Plate. This
caused a number of NE-SW and NNE-SSW trending fault systems to develop in the Korean
Peninsula. Non-marine, sedimentary basins formed along these faults. Volcanic activity occurred
along the eastern edge of the Eurasian Plate and along the fault systems, the faults acting as
favourable conduits for magma flow.
Despite this apparently excellent geological setting, the potential for epithermal gold-silver deposits
in Korea was essentially ignored until the early 1980s when two main gold-silver provinces, Mugeng
in central Korea, and Haenam-Jindo in southwest Korea, were recognised. Since then, a large body
of academic work, mostly dating from the past 20-30 years, has examined the crustal and tectonic
evolution of the region, and the gold-silver mineralisation these processes created.
Figure 39: Reconstruction of the Japanese Arc relative to the Korean Peninsula during the Cretaceous

Source: Kwon et al, 2017

References:
Late Cretaceous volcanic arc system in southwest Korea: Distribution, lithology, age and tectonic
implications, Chang Woo Kwon, Kyoungtae Ko, Yong Sik Gihm, Hee Jae Koh, Hyeoncheol Kim,
2017
Cretaceous epithermal gold-silver mineralisation and geodynamic environment, Korea, Seon-Gyu
Choi, In-Chang Ryu, Sang Joon Pak, Soo-Meen Wee, Chang Seong Kim, Maeng-Eon Park, 2005
Strike-slip fault tectonics and basin formation during the Cretaceous in the Korea Peninsula, DongWoo Lee, 1999
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Figure 40: Inset for Figure 39

Source: Kwon et al, 2017

Epithermal deposits
Exploration around the Pacific region has led to the discovery of a number of gold deposits that are
associated with recent, or active volcanic activity. These deposits formed at shallow depths in the
Earth’s crust (called the ‘epizone’) and at relatively low temperatures and pressures. Typically,
epithermal deposits form at around 160-270 0C, and at depths of up to about 1,500m. Research
papers suggest that lateral movement along strike-slip fault zones together with related volcanism
are important factors in the development of epithermal deposits. In Korea, epithermal deposits
account for about one-third of the national gold resource.
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A number of NE or NNE trending sinistral (left-sided) strike-slip fault systems developed in Korea.
Pull-apart basins formed along these faults, and were subjected to intense volcanic activity. This is
evidenced by the conformable stacking of volcanic rocks more than 1 km thick in parts of southwestern Korea. According to Choi et al, 2005, sedimentation in these basins occurred in the Early
Cretaceous, from 130-110 Ma, whereas the volcanism occurred mostly in 110-50 Ma, with a major
population of events in 85-70 Ma.
Analysis using uranium-lead in zircon aging suggests that these basin-forming processes occurred
around 110 Ma in the northern and central parts of Korea, and around 100-70 Ma in south-eastern
Korea (Kwon et al, 2017). This aging trend across the Korean peninsula is attributable to the gradual
rollback of the Izanagi Plate. Several volcanic groups in south-western Korea formed 87-85 Ma, and
are comparable in age to the Aioi and Arima Groups (86-81 Ma) in central Japan.
Typically, these pull-apart basins are smaller than 2,500 sq.km (50 km x 50 km). In southeast Korea,
the Gyeongsang Basin, expanded through crustal extension during the Late-Cretaceous and the
stacking of non-marine sedimentary strata along the Gwangju fault, is larger at ~20,000 sq.km.
Cretaceous volcanic rocks in Korea can be broadly classified into two groups based on variations in
alteration, ore mineralogy and geological setting. Contrasts between these two groups shows the
diverse nature of the hydrothermal systems giving rise to ore formation:
• The Mugeng group occurs in central Korea, lies either along or north of the Gongju Fault System,
and represents Early Cretaceous (115-108 Ma) magmatism. This group is associated with relatively
deep-circulating fluids.
• The Haenam group is situated along the southern part of the Gongju Fault System and dates from
mainly 88-80 Ma. Deposits in the Haenam group are associated with Late Cretaceous volcanism
and fluid compositions containing meteoric water.
Generally speaking, epithermal gold-silver deposits in southern Korea tend to derive from volcanicdominant basins, are formed from hydrothermal fluids containing larger proportions of meteoric
water, at shallower crustal levels and relatively low temperatures, compared to deposits formed in
sediment-dominated basins in central Korea. This suggests the Early Cretaceous pull-apart basin
and sedimentary dominated systems in central Korea had different ore-forming fluid chemistries
compared to the Late Cretaceous, volcanic-dominant systems in southern Korea.

Uranium–lead (“U-Pb”) dating is used to date rocks that crystallised from ~1 million years ago to
more than 4.5 billion years ago. It is usually applied to zircon because zircon incorporates uranium
and thorium atoms into its crystal structure, but rejects lead when forming. Newly-formed zircon
deposits contain no lead, and thus any lead found in the zircon has formed through radioactive
decay. As the rate at which uranium decays into lead is understood, the ratio of lead to uranium in a
sample of zircon can be used to reliably determine its age. The method relies on two separate decay
chains. These are the uranium series from 238U to 206Pb, which has a half-life of 4.47 billion years,
and the actinium series from 235U to 207Pb, which has a half-life of 710 million years.
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High- and low- sulphidation deposits
Two styles of mineralisation are present in epithermal deposits. These are ‘high-sulphidation’, and
‘low-sulphidation’, with these terms referring to the different oxidation states of the sulphur in each
case. (These terms do not refer to the absolute level of sulphur, which can vary widely in each
deposit type).
High-sulphidation deposits
High-sulphidation deposits typically occur close to the volcanic vent. The uprising fluids that result in
mineralisation come from the magma level, and are usually boiling in the ore forming environment.
These fluids are acidic (pH of 1-3) and carry oxidised sulphur, S4+ or S6+, in the form of SO2, SO42- or
HSO4` in solution. This highly acidic solution can leach most elements from the volcanic or volcanicsedimentary rock through which it percolates.
Low-sulphidation deposits
Low-sulphidation deposits are associated with fluids that have formed an equilibrium with their host
rocks. Ascending fluids mix with meteoric fluids near the surface which causes the mixture to cool,
and to precipitate metals. Typically, these deposits form away from the main area of volcanism. The
fluids are more neutral in pH, and have low salinity. Choi et al, 2005, state that during the ore forming
processes in Korea, ore-forming fluids were relatively low to moderate temperature (150-350 0C),
neutral to slightly alkaline, and low salinity.
Precipitation of gold
In low-sulphidation systems, where solutions are near pH-neutral, less saline, and where
temperatures are lower, gold is transported as the Au(HS)2 complex. Gold precipitation is linked to
two processes; boiling and fluid mixing. In the case of boiling, hydrogen sulphide vaporises causing
gold to precipitate:
AU(HS)2- + H+ + 0.5H2 => Au + 2H2S
Low-sulphidation deposits typically show mineralisation over a relatively narrow vertical interval. This
suggests the boiling provides a control over precipitation. When the same ore fluid mixes with
meteoric water, gold is precipitated as follows:
AU(HS)2- + 8H2O => Au + 2SO42- + 3H+ + 7.5H2
Whereas gold precipitation in low-sulphidation deposits (below) is relatively well understood, in highsulphidation systems it is not. In high-sulphidation systems, where solutions are acidic, saline, and
where temperatures are >300 0C, gold can be transported as the Au(Cl)2 complex, or as Au(HS)2 (as
in low-sulphidation systems). It could be that fluid mixing, between an ore fluid containing Au(Cl)2and meteoric water, causes a decrease in acidity (increasing pH) and salinity, and this could cause
precipitation.

Reference: Introduction to ore forming processes, Laurence Robb
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